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Born in Clarenbridge, Co. Galway, he entered Avondale as a
trainee in 1938. He w·as foreman in Cong in 1941 and Glendalough
in 1942 , and he went in charge to Clogheen Forest in June 1942.
Subsequently he served in Clonaslee, Nephin Beg, Graigue and
Thomastown Forests and moved, on promotion, to Ballinglen in 1962.
In August 1968 he was promoted to Inspector with The Curragh
as his district H.Q. Here, as always , he got quickly into his stride, and
carri ed out every task in the only way he knew , thoroughly and
efficiently.
He was a keen gardener, and the well kept gardens at his home
at Annacurra, and later at Newbridge, bore the imprint of his care,
hard work, perseverence and no little skill.
To his widow Elizabeth , and to his relatives the Society tenders
its deepest sympathy in their great loss.
Is fi or nach mbeidh a leith h d adst 1 gCoillte na h-hreann.
5 alas na bh flaitheas d' a anam dilis.
F. 6 Fathaigh.
It is hoped to print an obituary noti ce of the late W. Y. Chisholm
in our next issue.
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What Wood is That?
A Manual of Wood Identification
By Herbert L. Edlin
Thames and Hudson, London, 1969. 160 pp, 79 black and white illus.
and 40 wood samples. 42 shillings (50 shillings in u.K. only).
In briefest outline, this recently published book sets out, in simple
terms, how to identify forty different timbers. As a preamble the
author gives a short history 0'£ man's progress in harvesting and converting timber to its multitudinous end uses. He gives some interesting
insights into past techniques in handling wood, also into meth;)ds
of harvesting timber in other countries . This section is followed by
details of wood formation and structure to assist in identification. Then
comes a fairly comprehensive key by which a. selection of forty timbers
can be identified from each other. This key is backed up by a section
which describes these timbers, and the trees which produce them.
One of the first things which comes to mind when reviewing
this book is the realisation that something similar has been done before.
In fact a book by Dr. Alfred Schwankl called "Welches Holz ist Das?"
was translated by Mr. Edlin under the title "What Wood is That ?"
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and published m 1956. The basic idea of the two books is the Slme,
namely to provide a key, assisted by actual wood specimens, whereby
ctiverse timbers may be identified. In this latest work the keys have
been taken from the original book, with due ~cknowledgement to the
publishers, Franckh'sche Verhgshandlung, Stuttgart.
In style, the two books are totally different. Whereas Schwankl
tends to be strictly technical Edlin gees for a more genemlly informative text. Not only are we given details of the physical appearance of the various timbers but we are treated to ':1 considerable
introductory comment on woodworking history. There is also a good
accour,t of the features present in timber. In the earlier work this
forms the opening sequence in the book. The terms in which these
features are described are relatively simple, and the work is well
suited to instruction of the layman.
Next the key. This is the raison d}eire of the book. It is a key
which differentiates between forty different timbers on the bases of
colour, structure. weight, smell, botanical features and class of use .
That there should be a different key for each of these characteristics
is a very clever idea as it allows the identifier to approach his task
from several angles. But that the key should be confined to forty
timbers is not so clever, particularly when there are such notable
omissions as silver fir, gaboon, obeche, Scots pine, Norway spruce,
ramin, Parana pine and utile. Why, for instance, in a book published
in England is ponderosa pine included when the most widely used
European pine - our common red deal - is excluded? The un happy problem the author has to contend with is how to make a
limited book cover most eventualities . A grave pitfall not resolved
by this work is the possibility of identifying a completely strange
timber as one of the chosen forty, although the presence of the wood
s:tmples would tend to militate against this to some degree. This
eventuality might better be avoided by a more judicious selection of
the forty keyed specimens. Colour is a notoriously fickle property of
timber, and to use it as the primary key is, in my mind, questionable.
Each timber identified is described by text and illustration and
a lot of useful and interesting information is contained in this section.
I found the "two colour" index rather confusing. This covers actual
variation in colour in a timber, but also variation, real or apparent,
that arises due to structural differences .. . for example the small dark
rays of beech make this a "two coloured" wood. I wonder will this
be readily appreciated by every re:tder ? Mr. Edlin is in conflict with
several wood scientists in stating that the bird's-eye feature of bird 's
eye maple is caused by masses of epicormic buds. Both Desch and
Jane uggest that it is caused by a dimpling of the cambium perhaps
due to a fungal disturbance of cambial growth.
Despite these adverse criticisms, I think that this is a valuable
book, and a useful addition to the wood scientist's shelves, as well
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a~ to those of the carpenter or other timber user. It has limitations,
as outlined, which should not be ignored, but it also has much of
historic interest and adds usefully to the many texts concerned with
limber identification. No-one can deny that to have one's own collection of forty timber samples is a decided asset when faced with
a problem of identity.
L. U. Gallagher

Reprints Available
The following are some of the reprints available from The
Director, Forest Products Research Laboratory, Prir::ces Risborough ,
Aylesbury, Bucks., England. The reprints are free, and it is sufficient
to quote the reference number preceeding the title.
66 M Corsican or Scots?
K. W. Maun
Timb. Trades 1-, 1968, 267 (4807) , Supp!., 31 -3 5.

An accour,t is given of recent work carried out by the Lab::)[atory
on it comparative study of the sawmilling properties of the wood of
Scots pine and Corsican pine which was made by a detailed comparison
of the out-turn of graded sawn timber from representative sample
logs of each of these two species.
67 C

Revenue from residue

F. S. Carruthers
Timb . Trades 1-, 1968, 267 (4808), 57-60.
A description is given of the Forest Products Research Laboratory
chipping saw system for converting green softwood to yield saleable
particle board chips rather than valueless sawdust without ,a ffecting
(he production of sawn timber.

J.

65 P Prevent Rot in Your Timbers
D. F. Purslow
Bldg. lvraint. Land., 1968, 11 (2) , 10-11
The cause of most of the serious trouble in woodwork in this
country is fungal decay. This can be prevented by use of appropriate
preservation treatments, and descriptions of when and where to use
those which are readily available are given in this paper.

